
 


As requested, here is the summary of the call Myron Davis, an ETS Security Analyst, had with the FBI

earlier this afternoon.  If you need further details, the call was recorded and we can provide you or


anyone else with a copy.


This same individual received a call from the Juneau Empire this afternoon. The call was not answered

nor was a voicemail left. We don't know the name of the reporter nor, for that matter, whether this call

was even related to this cyber incident. That is an assumption on our part.


Finally, I will be issuing a memo of procedure to my staff outlining our standard operating procedures

for handling any future calls from either law enforcement or the press.


Thanks,


Jim


Jim Steele


State Information Technology Officer


Enterprise Technology Services Director


Alaska Department of Administration


Anchorage (907) 269-0838 |  Juneau (907) 465-5169 |   Mobile 


Begin forwarded message:


From:  "Davis, Myron L (DOA)" <myron.davis@alaska.gov>


Date:  November 10, 2016 at 2:30:11 PM AKST


To:  "Steele, Jim A (DOA)" <jim.steele@alaska.gov >


Cc: "Druyvestein, Jay A (DOA)" <jay.druyvestein@alaska.gov>, "Letterman, Chris E (DOA)"

<chris.letterman@alaska.gov>


Subject: notification of convo with fbi regarding elections server compromise


As requested a summarization of the conversation regarding the elections server compromise;

Talked to Special Agent Jason Cheney;  he had to go to a Federal Judge and give a report of the


elections compromise.  I recorded the phone call;  the information I imparted over the phone was


basically as follows:


Information on network firewall holes.  Elections server is silo'd into a blackhole part of the dmz.  Only


incoming connections on port 80 from the internet and some port 22 from parts of the inside

network.  Outgoing connections from that silo are allowed to 10.204.255.29 on port 80 (update server
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network.  Outgoing connections from that silo are allowed to 10.204.255.29 on port 80 (update server


I manage), and the syslog server, and I mentioned time server access, but in retrospec I'm not sure if

time is allowed either, no dns is allowed.  All host entries are hard coded on the box in the /etc/hosts


file.


I detailed what the external IPs were, and the reasons why I choose the Indian power company IP

address as related to the attacker (cyberzeist).  I transferred all of the logs of the identified external IP


address to him as well as the "related" connections.  I identified the related connections due to a


information disclosure on the twitter page with the keyword "pick_target".


With that keyword all IPs that decided to investigate the twitter post were tagged and I pulled all of the

logs of everyone that investigated and transferred that to Special Agent Jason Cheney.


I detailed that I didn't know how the actual method elections was updated, Leonard might be a good

person to talk too at elections, but that is was essentially a sneaker network and the elections data did

not travel over the regular state network.


I discussed the exploit which was covered in this release: https://www.ubuntu.com/usn/usn-3095-

1/https://www.ubuntu.com/usn/usn-3095-1/


The vulnerability was when PHP incorrectly handles certain invalid objects and caused a informational

disclosure.  Theoretically one could have executed content.  I didn't see anything like that; and


executing content by forcing downloads from remote sites would be extremely difficult as this host did

not have internet access.


The only behavior I noticed was the post to twitter which included a page that was already

public.  Albeit the way the data was retrieved was unconventional.


The attacker did not modify anything on the box.


The reason the box was not updated was due to a script I ran on the update server at the end of

September.  I was attempting to better optimize disk space usage through a de-duper script that used

hard links.


This broke the rsync process for this part of the mirror as the rsync process did not expect the

changes I made to the repository.


The fix was released October 4th and was not applied as it should have.  (all security updates


normally are automatically applied to this box)


The mirror was fixed November 8th a few hours after the twitter feed was announced.  Additionally


they were using a /admin portion which I chmod 000'd in order to prevent anyone from getting to that

location again.
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